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	Name: 
	Level: 1
	Charisma: 2
	Cha Defense: 9
	Agility: 2
	Perception: 2
	Expertise: 3
	Resilience: 1
	Max Hit: 10
	Current Hit: 
	Pwr Activation 1: free 1/turn
	Pwr Activation 2: n/a
	Pwr Target 1: special
	Pwr Target 2: self
	Pwr Range 1: self
	Pwr Range 2: n/a
	Pwr Duration 1: continous
	Pwr Duration 2: continuous
	Gear: ratchet set
hair comb
flask
	Pwr Desc 1: You summon forth small objects seemingly from nowhere
	Pwr Desc 2: One of your body parts is prehensile. You can use it like an extra limb.
	Pwr Name 1: Dimensional Pocket
	Pwr Name 2: Prehensile Limb (hair)
	Pwr Type 1: Minor
	Pwr Type 2: Minor
	Pwr Rank 1: 1
	Pwr Rank 2: 1
	Pwr Effect 1: A small extra-dimensional space follows you wherever you go. It is completely invisible. The space is 2’ in diameter with a 1’ diameter opening only you can access. You can place a non-living object into the space or retrieve it as a Free Action once per turn, though it can hold multiple objects up to its size capacity. Living beings cannot be placed in the pocket.
	Pwr Effect 2: This feature functions as another limb for you. It can hold items and operate controls. You gain advantage on any Trait Check where having a third arm would be beneficial, such as climbing or wrestling.
	Pwr Boosts 1: Multi Boost: You retrieve or place up to three items into the space at one time instead of just one. 
Pocket Boost: The object or objects you retrieve can appear in a pocket, handbag, suitcase, or other container that you are wearing or holding or that you can see within 30’ of you. 
Return Boost: You can return all objects you just retrieved to the dimensional pocket as a Free Action on the same turn you retrieved them.
	Pwr Boosts 2: Swing Boost (M): Until the beginning of your next turn, you can swing through trees, rafters, etc. by your prehensile feature, moving at your normal Speed without needing to make a Trait Check.
Attack Boost: As a Trait Action, make a Strength/ Fisticuffs Check to attack with your prehensile feature. It deals Suit damage.
Grapple Boost (M): If you have a target grappled and they are suffering disadvantage, you can function as if you had one arm free and maintain that grapple.
	Body: 9
	Mind: 9
	Speed: 30
	Moxie: 
	Strength: 2
	Skills: Mechanical
Sciences
Conveyances
Athletics
	Description: Dressed in working clothes stained with grease. Has amazing hair.
	Background: A mechanic and tinkerer who couldn't find legitimate work after too many drinks. 
	Mannerism: Can't stop touching things, always got something in hand.
	Identity: Teacher: You seek to educate those around you. Gain Moxie when you better someone with thoughtful teaching.
	Text Field 13: Tolerant: You are particularly accepting of people not like yourself.
	Text Field 14: Alcohol: You are addicted to alcohol and rarely turn down a drink.
	Agi Defense: 9
	Per Defense: 9
	Exp Defense: 10
	Res Defense: 8
	Str Defense: 9
	Weapon 1: improvised
	Weap DMG 1: color +1
	Weap Range 1: 20/60
	Weapon 2: club
	Weap DMG 2: suit
	Weap Range 2: 
	Weapon 3: 
	Weap DMG 3: 
	Weap Range 3: 


